contiguous billowing gates and calculating the distance they span. Footprints spanning at least 12-13 gates (about 45 metres) were common at wind speeds of 2 to 5 metres per second. From timed sequences of photographs of sets of gates, I recorded local lifespans of 32 to 57 seconds.
These records are biased toward shorter lifespans, as I chose to photograph sequences only when the gates were changing orientation rapidly. Some eddies lasted longer than 100 seconds, and the their footprints tended to move along a line of gates at scales of about 100 metres.
Seeds that are kept aloft by updrafts in a 45-metre coherent eddy, for 50 seconds, in a horizontal wind of 5 metres per second, could travel at least 0.25 kilometres. This is farther than we thought, even though the measurements behind the calculation are all substantial underestimates.
Thanks to Christo, Jeanne-Claude and The Gates, I now have direct quantitative observations, in moderate winds, of the coherent eddies that are crucial to longdistance dispersal of seeds and other biotic agents. Praise is also due to Christo for having anticipated realistic sizes for the wind eddies that drive The Gates in his conceptual drawings, which were made before construction of the work itself.
Of course, the aerodynamic presence of The Gates is part of the landscape that may interact with the generation and propagation of coherent eddies. Some details are likely to be peculiar to Central Park, and even to the installation itself. Nevertheless, the general pattern and its spatial and temporal scales are highly suggestive of features to be expected in a natural landscape. So the seed can indeed fall far from the tree. that a lot of suffering, war, and conflict could be eliminated if we could agree to live by them more consciously. "
This conclusion would follow if our universal moral sense had been implanted by an all-knowing and all-loving God. But biological evolution is a notoriously amoral force. Innate moral universals would have been shaped by the selective advantages that arise from caring for our kin and cooperating with our neighbours, but nothing in our genes tells us that slavery is wrong, or that men and women deserve equal rights. Such insights emerge through individual and group processes that engage all of our faculties, including our innate moral sense, but also the capacity to appreciate abstract arguments, formulate analogies, learn from experience, take other's perspectives and so on. Much of moral progress consists of using reason to override our gut feelings.
An excellent illustration of why ethics does not reduce to instinct comes from Gazzaniga's own treatment of issues such as stem cell research and euthanasia. This shows ethical reasoning at its best -rooted in common sense but also informed by a sharp, inquisitive mind and a deep appreciation of the facts. ■
